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that trips be taken to various points will be followed. He also suggested during the year. Doubtless this plan similar organizations at Technology society have joint meetings with the interest and that of Course XI men in Sedgwick's talk. He expressed his in-

 tempted to play the game at all.

 meet in Eng. Building C. There was a dis-

 was agreed to hold it on some

 assigned for the dinner, but it

 appointed. No definite time was

 Herreshoff and Mr. Roberts were

 President, Mr. W. P. Allen, to obtain

 committee of three appointed by the

 to hold a dinner, at which the new

 of the year, and a motion was passed

 that the society should be

 to carry suit cases for upper classmen

 to the works of the

 during the year suggestions

 of Minnesota by a prominent repre-

 is being presented at the University

 at Blown University, in order to pro-

 other accommodations for spectators

 made in the grand stands and the

 asl ects of Intercol'egiate Rivalry.”

 Bohemian contest is, “The Ethical

 trains.

 to carry suit cases for upper classmen

 have two neat signs announcing the

 ed Lhait them e ai e two tables in the

 be called on to give informal talks on

 rather informal, different students will

 At these meetings, which will be

 society Alumni, and expect to have

 Keith Car Company will also be in-

 can be seen to better advantage.

 Hambor and Land Commissioners, has

 been planned by the advice of the

 Cage.

 are posted on the bulletin board of
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 are to be
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 the society in the lower corridor of
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 names of all those who have signified

 their intention of joining up to date

 are posted on the bulletin board of

 in the lower corridor of Engineering A. Other men desiring to

 have their names added to the list

 should leave them in Box 14, at the

 The trip’ to Cape Cod, which has

 been planned by the advice of the

 Bassett and Land Commissioners, has

 postponed until spring. At this

 time the work on the Cape Cod Con-

 can be seen to better advantage.

 While on the trip the works of the

 Keel Our Company will also be in-

pected.

 The officers of the society are plan-

 ing an Alumni night for the C. E. Society Alumni, and expect to

 have more dinner and smokers this year

 then has formerly been the custom. At these meetings, which will

 be rather informal, different students will be called as informal talks

 on any subjects they choose.

 Members of the society are remind-

 ed that there are two tables in the

 Union Dining Room reserved for their

 use, and that if the attendance at any

 time warrants it more will be re-

 served. President Hausman has just

 had two neat signs announcing the

 operation of the tables hung over

 them from the ceiling of the dining

 room.

 University of Missouri Prebaches

 are compelled the second year men

 to carry suit cases for upper classes

 and Sophomores as they arrive on

 the trains.

 “The subject offered this year to the

 students of Stanford University in the

 Farbighan competition, The Ethical

 Arguments of Intercollegiate Rivalry.”

 Extensive alterations have been

 made in the grand stands and the

 other accommodations for spectators

 at Brown University, in order to pro-

 vide for the crowds which are expect-

 ed. President Husman, who are expec-

 ted at the Penn. and Carlisle games.

 “The subject is ‘The Character

 of the American Man.’”

 A series of lectures on journalism

 is being prepared by the University

 of Minnesota by a prominent repre-

 sentative of the press.

 Iowa will introduce inter-depart-

 mental baseball this year. Director E.

 G. Schroeder says that many football

 players of good caliber are brought

 under the eyes of the coaches that

 way—players who might never at-

 tempt to play the game at all.

 Iowa will introduce inter-depart-

 mental baseball this year. Director E.

 G. Schroeder says that many football

 players of good caliber are brought

 under the eyes of the coaches that

 way—players who might never at-

 tempt to play the game at all.
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